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The cardboard/paper
recycling trailer at the school is Closed

Open:  Recycling Trailer in Groton
The recycling trailer is located at 10 East Rail-

road Ave. 
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There were servers and cooks to help feed the 
1,000+ people who attended the Pumpkin Fest 
on Saturday.
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Groton Area Help Wanted
The Groton Area School District is seeking 

qualified applicants for a part-time Assistant 
Business Manager. Job description and applica-
tion materials can be found under the employ-
ment tab at www.grotonarea.com. Questions 
should be directed to Joe Schwan, Superinten-
dent at 605-297-2351.

Help Wanted
We are Hiring Nurses – RN or LPN, 

Full or Part Time. Cooks/Dietary Aid.

NEW WAGE PACKAGE!!!
Contact Brynn Pickrel or Nellie Peterson at 605-397-

2365 or apply in person.
EOE/AA/M/F/V/D-Drug Free Workplace

1106  N. 2nd Street, Groton 
605-397-2365

0913.1005

Epa’s Dirty Rotten Scoundrels:
Finally Epa has confessed that its working model assess-

ing origination of traffic area toxics has been underestimat-
ing gasoline petroleum octane enhancers contributions by 
400%. This error contributes to the false perception “Who 
needs ethanol as a safe octane enhancer?” when it is diesel 
that creates the traffic area toxics thus misleading all to 
believe gasoline auto emissions are safe.

As president of South Dakota Farmers Union (SDFU) 
and on behalf of  urban working class citizens who suffer 
traffic area toxics the most plus family farmers, I am call-
ing out EPA and those who still drink the kool-aid of this 
fake traffic area toxics assessment. For all who breathe I 
am focused on the great precedent Senators Daschle and 
Dole established with their 1990 Clean Air Act Amend-
ment to reduce traffic area toxics as lead was phased out.

  I and SDFU policy have long supported and worked 
closely with our senator Daschle to build ethanol markets 
that serve all auto owners, rural economies and public 
health. We still do work closely with senator Daschle, his 
former chief of staff Pete Rouse, and his ethanol consultant 
Dave Hallberg. Working closely with this Daschle team I 
learned and participated in creating the history of the how 
and why this 1990 Clean Air Act amendment was legislat-
ed: Over that time period I learned about the chemistry 
of gasoline combustion that creates tailpipe benzene and 
related toxic emissions.

What I have learned about tailpipe emissions caused me 
to see the amazing irony in a Wall Street Journal editorial 
headline “Those Dirty Rotten Ethanol Scoundrels “. The 
article aimed to position ethanol as an evil plot, something 
being bootlegged into our gasoline.

The irony is “Epa’s Dirty Rotten Scoundrels” aligned with 
self-serving petroleum to implement an evil plot to lock 
ethanol out of free enterprise octane markets:  History 
shows EPA’s technocrats at Ann Harbor, Michigan head-
quarters have always resisted ethanol.  They undermined 
the intent of this Daschle/Dole 1990 Clean Air Act amend-
ment by creating a fraudulent public perception that it is 
illegal to use ethanol’s optimal 94 octane blend or E30 in 
standard autos:  The amendment’s intent still is to severely 
limit costly human genotoxic, carcinogenic benzene and 
related tailpipe emissions:  

While phasing out lead congress feared petroleum in-
terests would replace lead with petroleum’s comparably 
hazardous benzene and related octane referred to as “aro-
matics”:  On combustion these aromatic octane enhancers 

produce substantial benzene and some of the most toxic 
components found in our air identical to those also found 
in cigarette smoke:  The two carbon ethanol molecule does 
not contain or produce these toxics like benzene or related 
aromatic toxics.

The World Health Organization’s and consensus other 
medical researches assert: “Like cigarette smoke there is 
no recommended safe level for benzene in our air.” EPA 
deceptively lowered gasoline’s benzene content from one 
to a half percent as a fake cure all but nefariously ignores 
Clean Air Act directives to reduce gasoline’s substantial 
carcinogenic benzene and related polycyclic aromatic hy-
drocarbon (pah) tailpipe emissions that also cause birth 
defects including infant brain damage.

Importantly we all can read Glacial Lakes Energy’s re-
vealing E30 research by visiting our home web site’s pre-
mium E30 tab: You will also find that for over ten years 
consumer reports confirm high octane E30 is the optimal 
fuel for all autos delivering the same mileage and it can 
also replace benzene related aromatic octane to slash ben-
zene and its related most poisonous emissions up to 80%.   
E30 saves consumers $2-$4 per tank while also delivering 
higher oxygen and octane’s more complete combustion 
plus air charge cooling’s more 
power along with fewer carbon 
deposits to lower maintenance 
costs.

I also can easily see what Epa’s 
dirty rotten deal with petro-
leum costs today’s agriculture.  
The Epa created blend wall has 
stymied growth of ethanol corn 
markets effectively extracting 
billions from especially rural 
communities to transfer that 
wealth to Russia and middle 
east dictators:  The most trag-
ic cost of Epa’s dirty rotten deal 
with petroleum creates unwar-
ranted poisonous benzene and 
related pah emissions that es-
pecially target the fetus and our 
smallest children:  How many 
billions does it take to cover the 
medical costs caused by gaso-
line emission’s  resulting child-
hood cancers, birth defects, 
brain damage, family tragedies 
etc?

All auto owners!
Save $2-$4 /tank

& grow your local economy
by choosing low carbon 

Super Premium E30’s 
94 octane, more power, 

same mileage, fewer 
carbon deposits, lower 

maintenance costs,
slashed benzene & related 

genotoxic, carcinogenic 
tailpipe emissions; 

*see sdfu.org’s E30 tab for 
info, E30 prices\locations.

*Farmers Union’s 
PSA: Courtesy Merle 

Anderson (Merle is 94 
year old founder of Ace 
and legendary ethanol 

supporter... “because it is 
the right thing to do”)

I am also considering buying space for the ad in paper
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Suzette Gengerke of Gypsy Signs donated the signs for the Pumpkin Fest. (Photo by Paul Kosel)

Clint Fjelstad is ready to be the 
trainmaster at the Pumpkin Fest. 
(Photo by Paul Kosel)
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The little train got a lot of riders throughout the day on Saturday. (Photo by Paul Kosel)

Mayor Scott Hanlon brought the In-
credible Hulk to the Pumpkin Fest. Here 
he poses with the Hulk. (Photo by Paul Kosel)
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Josie Fischbach gets a face painting by 
Lori Westby. (Photo by Paul Kosel)

Jay Peterson and Dwight 
Zerr were among some of the 
drivers for the hayrides to the 
Pumpkin Patch. (Photo by Paul Kosel)
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Sydney Leicht is busy paint-
ing her pumpkin at the Groton 
Pumpkin Fest. (Photo by Paul Kosel)

Travis Kurth and Adam Herman were busy putting up the inflatables at the Pumpkin Fest. 
(Photo by Paul Kosel)
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Kami Lipp helped to serve beans at the 
Pumpkin Fest. (Photo bY Paul Kosel)

Keri and Sa-
mantha Pappas 
took care of the 
registration for 
the “Guess the 
Weight” of the 
big pumpkin. (Pho-

to by Paul Kosel)
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Here are some of the Pumpkinneers that helped out and to help organize the Pumpkin Fest. 
Pictured in back are Scott Altoff - who grew one of the big pumpkins, David McGannon, Bruce 
Babcock, Larry Larry, Joel Bierman, and Bob Strausmier of Moscow Mills, Mo.; in front are 
Peggy Locke, Shallyn Foertsch, Joe Foertsch, April Abeln and Aspen Johnson. (Photo by Paul Kosel)

April Abeln thanked everyone for coming to the Pumpkin 
Fest. She helped to organize the event. (Photo by Paul Kosel)
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Carsen Hofland picks out his pumpkin at the Great Pumpkin Patch. (Photo by Paul Kosel)
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October is Car Care Month

AAA South Dakota offers simple steps drivers can take to ready their vehicles for winter.
Oct. 9, 2017 – October is Car Care Month, and AAA South Dakota is advising drivers to prepare their 

vehicle before Old Man Winter is knocking on the door. Vehicle maintenance is key, and there are a few 
simple things every driver can do to make sure their car is road-ready for the winter ahead.   

“Learning how to handle common maintenance issues is beneficial to anyone who gets behind the wheel,” 
said Marilyn Buskohl, spokesperson for AAA South Dakota. “Proper maintenance can extend the life of 
your vehicle and help prevent costly repairs.”

In the past, vehicle maintenance needs were relatively simple and consistent across automakers. Today’s 
engineering advancements require less maintenance at less frequent intervals. Examples, AAA South Dakota 
notes, include oil-change intervals now recommended at 5,000 to 10,000 or more miles, transmission fluids 
designed to last 100,000 miles and sealed batteries that never need to have fluid added. Even with these 
advancements, vehicles still require routine services that are important to maintaining the performance 
and safety of the vehicle.

October is the perfect month to make sure your vehicle is winter ready. The weather is mild, and there 
is plenty of time to deal with the potentially costly repairs before winter weather sets in.

To ensure your vehicle is properly maintained, AAA South Dakota recommends this checklist to motorists:
Winter Car Care Checklist
Battery and Charging System – Have the battery and charging system tested by a trained technician. 

A fully charged battery in good condition is required to start an engine in cold weather. AAA members 
can request a visit from a AAA Mobile Battery Service technician who will test their battery and replace 
it on-site, if necessary.

Battery Cables and Terminals – Make sure the battery terminals and cable ends are free from cor-
rosion and the connections are tight.

Drive Belts – Inspect the underside of accessory drive belts for cracks or fraying. Many multi-rib 
serpentine belts are made of materials that do not show obvious signs of wear; replace these belts at 
60,000-mile intervals.

Engine Hoses – Inspect cooling system hoses for leaks, cracks or loose clamps. Also, squeeze the 
hoses and replace any that are brittle or feel excessively spongy.

Tires - Winter tires or snow tires are recommended for South Dakota because they are built specifi-
cally to perform in winter conditions like low temperatures, ice, slush, and snow. The tread compound of 
all-season tires can harden in low temperatures, so there’s less traction between the road and your tires. 
But winter tires use special rubber compounds that stay pliable in the cold, giving them better grip and 
improved braking, even in extreme conditions.

Tire Pressure – Check your tires’ inflation pressure more frequently in fall and winter. As the aver-
age temperature drops, so will tire pressures – typically by one pound per square inch (PSI) for every 10 
degrees Fahrenheit. The proper tire pressure levels can be found in the owner’s manual or on a sticker 
typically located on the driver’s side door jamb or on the door of the glove compartment. Also, check your 
spare, if you have one. Many newer cars come without one. 

Air Filter – Check the engine air filter by holding it up to a bright light bulb. If light can be seen through 
much of the filter, it is still clean enough to work effectively. However, if light is blocked by most of the 
filter, replace it.

Coolant Levels – Check the coolant level in the overflow tank when the engine is cold. If the level is 
low, add a 50/50 solution of coolant and water to maintain the necessary antifreeze capability. Test the 
antifreeze protection level with an inexpensive tester available at auto parts stores or go to a qualified 
auto tech.

Lights – Check the operation of all headlights, taillights, brake lights, turn signals, emergency flashers 
and back-up lights. Replace any burnt-out bulbs.

Wiper Blades – The blades should completely clear the glass with each swipe. Replace any blades that 
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leave streaks or miss spots.

Washer Fluid – Fill the windshield washer fluid reservoir with a winter cleaning solution that has anti-
freeze components to prevent it from freezing.

Brakes – If there is any indication of a brake problem, have the system inspected by a certified techni-
cian to ensure all components are in good working order.

Transmission, Brake and Power Steering Fluids – Check all fluids under the hood to make sure 
they are at or above the minimum safe levels.

Emergency Road Kit – Carry an emergency kit equipped for winter weather. The kit should include:
● Bag of abrasive material (sand, salt, clay-based kitty litter) or traction mats
● Snow shovel
● Flashlight with extra batteries
● Windshield washer solvent
● Ice scraper with brush
● Cloth or roll of paper towels
● Jumper cables (and know how to use them)
● Extra warm clothing such as gloves, hats and scarves
● Blankets
● Warning devices such as flares or triangles
● Drinking water
● Non-perishable snacks for both humans and pets
● First-aid kit
● Basic toolkit (screwdrivers, pliers, adjustable wrench, duct tape)
● Cell phone and car charger cord. Pre-program your phone with rescue apps (AAA.com/Mobile) and im-

portant phone numbers including family and emergency services. 

AAA provides automotive, travel, and insurance services to 58 million members nationwide and nearly 97,000 
members in South Dakota.  AAA advocates for the safety and mobility of its members and has been committed 
to outstanding road service for more than 100 years.  AAA is a not-for-profit, fully tax-paying member organiza-
tion works on behalf of motorists, who can now map a route, find local gas prices, discover discounts, book a 
hotel, and track their roadside assistance service with the AAA Mobile app (AAA.com/mobile) for iPhone, iPad 
and Android.  For more information, visit www.AAA.com.     
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Gov. Daugaard Activates SD National Guard Members
To Help With Puerto Rico Hurricane Recovery Efforts

 
PIERRE, S.D. – Gov. Dennis Daugaard has activated four members of the South Dakota Army National 

Guard’s Company A, 139th Brigade Support Battalion at the request of Puerto Rico government authorities 
to help with recovery operations in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria.

 
The soldiers from the Watertown-based unit will provide water distribution capabilities to those in need. 

They will deploy to Puerto Rico with two Load Handling System vehicles and trailers equipped with four 
Compatible Water Tank Racks, or “Hippos.” The Hippos have the capability to receive, store and distribute 
up to 2,000 gallons of potable water per system.

 
“When disaster strikes, South Dakota lends a hand,” Gov. Daugaard said. “Our thoughts and prayers 

continue to be with Puerto Rico and with the soldiers of Company A who will be on the ground helping 
those in need.”

 
Gov. Daugaard said the request for South Dakota National Guard support came through an Emergency 

Management Assistance Compact that exists between all 50 states and three U.S. territories. As a U.S. 
territory, Puerto Rico will reimburse the State of South Dakota under the compact for the activation costs.

 
Company A is a distribution unit which can provide transportation for the movement of cargo, water and 

fuel. The four soldiers are leaving for Puerto Rico this morning and could be deployed for up to 45 days.
 
This is the first request South Dakota has received through the emergency compact to help with hur-

ricane recovery efforts.
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Curiosity, Mystery, and Murder

Stories of curiosity, mystery, and murder—invented or 
real—have fascinated people for many years. The first in 
this genre, the tale of Frankenstein’s monster, was pub-
lished in 1818. During the author Mary Shelley’s life, the 
study of anatomy was gaining considerable interest. But 
there was a problem: aspiring anatomists were short on 
bodies to dissect. The grim solution to that problem came 
in the form of grave robbing.

Shelley’s story evolves with the scientist Victor Fran-
kenstein searching for body parts, although his purpose was more sinister than studying anatomy. He 
pondered: “The moon gazed on my midnight labours . . . who shall conceive the horrors of my secret toil 
as I dabbled among the unhallowed damps of the grave . . . I collected bones . . . with profane fingers . 
. . where death had apparently devoted the body to corruption.”

Ten years later, a true story also highlighted the difficulty of finding human bodies for dissection. Dr. Robert 
Knox, a Scottish anatomist at Edinburgh University, was desperate for bodies to dissect. A lodge keeper, 
William Hare, had a tenant pass away who owed Hare money. Understandably, Mr. Hare sought to clear 
the tenant’s debt by selling the body to Knox’s anatomy lab. He received the surprisingly large payment 
of about $800 in today’s money. After that, Mr. Hare, with his friend Thomas Burke, began murdering the 
working-class people living in or near Hare’s boardinghouse. Over the next ten months, the bodies of 15 
others were sold to the unsuspecting Knox. 

The jig was up when Mrs. Gray, another tenant, noted Burke acting suspiciously, and her curiosity 
prompted her to investigate after Burke had left the hotel. Mrs. Gray found a dead body and called the 
police. After careful investigation, Burke’s ties to several murders became evident. Dr. Knox convinced a 
jury he didn’t know of the murders but lost his job; Hare was granted immunity for spilling the beans but 
had to escape the country; Burke became the fall guy, was hung, and, ironically, his body was dissected 
in front of a crowd. His skeleton is still on display in the Anatomical Museum of Edinburgh. Wow! A true 
and intriguing story demonstrating greed, murder, and gruesome justice.

Twelve years later, the American writer Edgar Allan Poe wrote the first detective story The Murders in the 
Rue Morgue, and some 46 years after that, British author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle began writing about the 
brilliant detective Sherlock Holmes. Both authors frightened their readers with inventive and gruesome tales.

Stories of curiosity, mystery, and murder—invented or real—have and will continue to fascinate and 
captivate audiences for years to come.

 

 

By Richard P. Holm M.D.
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Today in Weather History 

October 9, 1964: Record cold occurred on this day in 1964 across parts of central and northeast South 
Dakota with temperatures falling into the mid-teens to around 20 degrees at many locations. Sisseton had a 
record low of 20 degrees; Watertown had a record low of 16 degrees, with Kennebec recording the lowest 
temperature of 13 degrees on this day in 1964. Although not a record low, Aberdeen fell to 14 degrees.

October 9, 1980: On this day in 1980, hot air streamed across central and northeast South Dakota as 
well as west central Minnesota with highs mostly in the 80s.  Record highs were established at Watertown 
with 86 degrees and both Wheaton and Sisseton with 87 degrees. One of the warmest temperatures 
across the area was 89 degrees at Kennebec.

1804: The famous Snow Hurricane moved ashore near Atlantic City on this day. After briefly passing 
through Connecticut and into Massachusetts, cold air was entrained in the circulation with heavy snow 
falling between New York to southern Canada. Berkshires Massachusetts and Concord New Hampshire 
record two feet of snow with this hurricane. This storm produced the first observation of snow from a 
hurricane, but not the last. Hurricane Ginny of 1963 brought up to 18 inches (400 mm) of snow to por-
tions of Maine.

1903 - New York City was deluged with 11.17 inches of rain 24 hours to establish a state record. Severe 
flooding occurred in the Passaic Valley of New Jersey where more than fifteen inches of rain was reported. 
(David Ludlum) (The Weather Channel)

1981 - The temperature at San Juan, Puerto Rico, soared to 98 degrees to establish an all-time record 
for that location. (The Weather Channel)

1987 - Eighteen cities in the southeastern U.S. and the Middle Atlantic Coast Region reported record 
low temperatures for the date. Asheville NC dipped to 29 degrees, and the record low of 47 degrees at 
Jacksonville FL marked their fourth of the month. A second surge of cold air brought light snow to the 
Northern Plains, particularly the Black Hills of South Dakota. (The National Weather Summary)

1988 - Ten cities in the northeastern U.S. reported record low temperatures for the date, including 
Hartford CT with a reading of 28 degrees. Snow continued in northern New England through the morning 
hours. Mount Washington NH reported five inches of snow. Warm weather continued in the western U.S. 
Los Angeles CA reported a record high of 102 degrees. (The National Weather Summary)

1989 - Unseasonably cold weather continued in the Upper Midwest. Thirteen cities in Ohio, Michigan 
and Indiana reported record low temperatures for the date, including Marquette MI with a reading of 20 
degrees. Unseasonably warm weather continued in the western U.S. as the San Francisco Giants won 
the National League pennant. San Jose CA reported a record high of 91 degrees. (The National Weather 
Summary)

2001: An unusually strong fall outbreak of tornadoes spawned at least 23 twisters across parts of 
Nebraska and Oklahoma. Hardest hit was the town of Cordell, OK, but a 22 minute lead time led to an 
amazingly low casualty count: only nine injuries and no fatalities.
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Temperatures will struggle to reach above 50 degrees today, highs some 10 to 15 degrees below aver-
age! Temperatures will also fall into the 20s tonight. Readings will warm back towards average for mid 
week however.
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Yesterday’s Weather

High Outside Temp: 60.4
Low Outside Temp: 46.6
High Gust:  17
Precip: 0.00

 

Today’s Info
Record High: 85° in 1938
Record Low: 14° in 1964
Average High: 61°F 
Average Low: 36°F 
Average Precip in Oct: 067
Precip to date in Oct: 0.19
Average Precip to date: 19.15
Precip Year to Date: 13.28
Sunset Tonight: 6:58 p.m.
Sunrise Tomorrow: 7:43 a.m.
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FACING OUR FEARS

Fear is a gift from God. It is actually one of God’s greatest gifts. It alerts us to dangers that may be 
lurking in dark alleys. It awakens us at night when we hear strange sounds that make no sense. It causes 
us to take precautions to avoid accidents. It summons our senses when things are out of “the ordinary.” 
It’s God’s “early warning system” that notifies us that something unusual or unique is about to happen. 
Fear, after all is said and done, is necessary for us to survive.

Some fears are helpful, some are harmful. Dr. Samuel Johnson, for example, would never step into a 
room with his left foot. He sincerely believed that something terrible would happen to him in that room if 
he “stuck” his left foot in first. Julius Caesar was terrified by the sound of thunder and would hide. Even 
Peter the Great, with all of his power, cried out in fear when he was forced to cross a bridge. Those, we 
might say, are harmful fears.

David also had his fears. His friends forsook him, his confidants betrayed him and his family was not 
loyal to him. But he overcame all of his fears by his faith in the faithfulness of God. “When I am afraid,” he 
said, “I will trust in You – In my God, whose Word I praise.” He was not fear free. He was faith focused.

When doubts surfaced and threats surrounded him, when times were uncertain and days filled with dan-
gers, he always turned to God in faith knowing that God had His hands over him and His arms around him.

Prayer: Remove our unfounded fears, Father. May we learn to trust in You as our protector and defender. 
In Jesus’ Name, Amen.

Scripture for Today: Psalm 56:3-4a When I am afraid, I put my trust in you. In God, whose word I praise 
— in God I trust and am not afraid.
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2018 Groton SD Community Events

• Groton Lion’s Club Bingo- Wednesday Nights 6:30pm at the Groton Legion (Year Round) 
• 11/18/2017-3/31/2018 Groton Lion’s Club Wheel of Meal- Saturday Nights 7pm at the Groton Legion 

(Fall/Winter Months)
• 1/28/2018 Carnival of Silver Skates 2pm & 6:30pm
• 3/24/2018 Easter Egg Hunt (Saturday a week before Easter Weekend)
• 5/5/2018 Spring City-Wide Rummage Sales (1st Saturday in May)
• 5/28/2018 Groton American Legion Post #39 Memorial Day Program at the Cemetery, Lunch to 

follow at the American Legion (Memorial Day)
• 6/14/2018 Transit Fundraiser (Middle Thursday in June)
• 6/15/2018 SDSU Golf at Olive Grove
• 6/16/2018 Triathlon (Saturday before Father’s Day)
• 7/4/2018 Firecracker Golf Tourney (4th of July)
• 7/22/2018 Summer Fest (4th Sunday in July)
• 9/8/2018 Fall City-Wide Rummage Sales (1st Saturday after Labor Day)
• 10/6/2018 Pumpkin Fest (Saturday before Columbus Day)
• 10/12/2018 Band Festival (2nd Friday in October)
• 10/31/2018 Trunk or Treat (Halloween)
• 11/10/2018 Groton American Legion Post #39 Turkey Shoot (Saturday closest to Veteran’s Day)

• Best Ball Golf Tourney
• SDSU Golf Tourney 
• Sunflower Golf Tourney
• Santa Claus Day
• Fireman’s Stag 
• Tour of Homes
• Crazy Dayz/Open Houses
• School Events
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Indigenous Peoples Day? Italians say stick with Columbus
By DEEPTI HAJELA and DAKE KANG, Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Is it time to say arrivederci to Christopher Columbus?
A movement to abolish Columbus Day and replace it with Indigenous Peoples Day has gained momen-

tum in some parts of the U.S., with Los Angeles in August becoming the biggest city yet to decide to stop 
honoring the Italian explorer and instead recognize victims of colonialism.

Austin, Texas, followed suit Thursday. It joined cities including San Francisco, Seattle and Denver, which 
had previously booted Columbus in favor of Indigenous Peoples Day.

But the gesture to recognize indigenous people rather than the man who opened the Americas to Euro-
pean domination also has prompted howls of outrage from some Italian-Americans, who say eliminating 
their festival of ethnic pride is culturally insensitive, too.

“We had a very difficult time in this country for well over a hundred years,” said Basil Russo, president of 
the Order Italian Sons and Daughters of America. “Columbus Day is a day that we’ve chosen to celebrate 
who we are. And we’re entitled to do that just as they are entitled to celebrate who they are.”

It’s not about taking anything away from Italian-Americans, said Cliff Matias, cultural director of the 
Redhawk Native American Arts Council, which is hosting a Re-Thinking Columbus Day event Sunday and 
Monday in New York.

“The conversation is Columbus,” he said. “If they’re going to celebrate Columbus, we need to celebrate 
the fact that we survived Columbus.”

The debate over Columbus’ historical legacy is an old one, but it became emotionally charged after a 
similar debate in the South over monuments to Confederate generals flared into deadly violence in August 
at a rally in Charlottesville, Virginia.

In Akron, Ohio, a September vote over whether to dump Columbus opened a racial rift on the city council 
that was so heated conflict mediators were brought in to sooth tensions.

In New York, where 35,000 people are expected to march in Monday’s Columbus Day parade, vandals 
last month doused the hands of a Christopher Columbus statue in blood-red paint and scrawled the words 
“hate will not be tolerated.” Activists calling for the city to change the parade’s name also are expected 
to hold a demonstration.

On Sunday, three demonstrators briefly interrupted a wreath-laying ceremony at the Columbus statue 
in Columbus Circle. The protesters, two dressed in fake chains and one wearing a hooded white sheet, 
spoke out before being escorted away. Police said one person was arrested.

Mayor Bill de Blasio, a Democrat, appointed a committee to evaluate whether monuments to certain 
historical figures should be removed, prompting a backlash from fellow Italian-Americans who vowed to 
defend the Columbus statue, which has stood over Columbus Circle for more than a century.

Many Italians who migrated to the U.S. initially had a rough time. In 1891, 11 Italians were lynched in 
New Orleans by a mob that held them responsible for the death of a police official.

At the end of the 1800s, Italians began to link themselves more with Columbus. Italian-American busi-
nessman and newspaper owner Generoso Pope was among those who worked to get Columbus Day 
recognized as a federal holiday in 1937.

“It was one of the things that would allow them to become Americans symbolically,” said Fred Gardaphe, 
a professor of Italian-American studies at Queens College.

Indigenous Peoples Day began to gel as an idea before the 500th anniversary of Columbus’ first voyage 
to the Americas.

South Dakota began celebrating Native American Day on the second Monday of October in 1990. Berke-
ley, California, got rid of Columbus Day in favor of Indigenous Peoples Day in 1992.

Many places that have adopted Indigenous Peoples Day since then, including Alaska, have sizable Native 

News from the
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American populations.

A few cities have compromised. Salt Lake City officials declared they would keep Columbus Day but 
celebrate Indigenous Peoples Day on the same day.

In Akron, a city with few Native Americans and a large Italian-American community, an attempt to rename 
Columbus Day as Indigenous Peoples Day on Sept. 11 split the all-Democrat city council along racial lines. 
Five black members voted to rename the holiday, and eight white members voted against it, following a 
debate that devolved into shouting.

“The first voyage of Columbus to the Americas initiated the trans-Atlantic slave trade. It would lead to 
the kidnapping, deaths and slavery of tens of millions of African people,” said Councilman Russel Neal, 
who is black.

But Councilman Jeff Fusco, who is Italian-American, said, “It’s a celebration of Italian heritage. It’s very 
similar to other days throughout the year that we celebrate for many other cultures.”

States and municipalities aren’t legally bound to recognize federal holidays, though most do. Columbus 
Day is already one of the most inconsistently celebrated. Places that choose to replace it with Indigenous 
Peoples Day may give their own workers or schoolchildren a day off, teach in schools about Native Ameri-
cans instead of Columbus, issue proclamations or mark it in other ways.

There is no question that Columbus’ arrival in the New World under the sponsorship of Spain was bad 
for the indigenous people of Hispaniola, the island he colonized that is now split between Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic.

Many of the native people of the island were forced into servitude. Multitudes died of disease. Spain 
repopulated the workforce with African slaves.

Columbus is celebrated in Latin America, too. A massive monument to the explorer, the Columbus 
Lighthouse, opened in 1992 in Santo Domingo, in the Dominican Republic. Puerto Rico commemorates 
Discovery Day on Nov. 19, marking the day Columbus landed there.

Ralph Arellanes, chairman of the activist group Hispano Round Table of New Mexico, said that as a His-
panic he supports Columbus Day.

“It was the marriage of two peoples creating a new people, in a new land,” he said.
Though Columbus “wasn’t a saint,” he said, he believes Anglo-Americans like President Andrew Jackson 

should be held more responsible than the Spanish for the hardships Native Americans faced.
Arellanes also said he doesn’t understand why Italians claim Columbus for themselves when Columbus 

was sailing for Spain.
___
Dake Kang reported from Akron, Ohio. Hajela is a member of the AP’s race and ethnicity team. Follow 

her on Twitter at www.twitter.com/dhajela and for more of her work, search for her name at https://ap-
news.com .

4 South Dakota Guard soldiers activated to help Puerto Rico
WATERTOWN, S.D. (AP) — Four members of the South Dakota Army National Guard have been activated 

to help with relief efforts in Puerto Rico after the island was struck by Hurricane Maria.
KELO-TV reports Gov. Dennis Daugaard activated the Guard members.
The soldiers from the Watertown-based unit will be providing water distribution to those in need. The 

four soldiers left for Puerto Rico Sunday and could be deployed for up to 45 days.
Recovery efforts are especially personal for Spc. Jorge Morales. Morales lives in Clark, South Dakota, 

but originally is from Ceiba, Puerto Rico. Much of his family is still there.
Morales says to help his people is “something big.”
The soldiers are members of the National Guard’s Company A, 139th Brigade Support Battalion.
___
Information from: KELO-TV, http://www.keloland.com
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Jury convicts activist who targeted North Dakota pipeline

CAVALIER, N.D. (AP) — A North Dakota jury has convicted an environmental activist who targeted an 
oil pipeline a year ago.

The Pembina (PEM’-buh-nuh) County jury found Michael Foster of Seattle guilty Friday of conspiracy to 
commit criminal mischief, criminal mischief and trespass. Foster was acquitted of reckless endangerment.

Foster’s actions were part of a broader four-state effort last October to draw attention to climate change. 
Foster did not deny using a bolt cutter to get through a chain link fence so he could turn the pipeline’s 
shut-off valve. He contended his law-breaking was in the public’s interest.

Samuel Jessup of Winooski, Vermont, who filmed Foster’s protest, also stood trial and was convicted of 
conspiracy.

Sentencing for both men is scheduled for Jan. 18. Their attorneys did not respond to requests for com-
ment Sunday.

Dakota Wesleyan University dedicates $1.2M theater
MITCHELL, S.D. (AP) — Dakota Wesleyan University has recently dedicated a $1.2 million theater.
Dan Miller, the university’s director of theater, addressed a crowd outside the newly built theater last 

month during an official dedication, the Daily Republic reported.
Miller said the facility was “desperately needed” for production and performances in the theater depart-

ment.
“Theater has been around for thousands and thousands of years, and sometimes it felt like our old facil-

ity had been around for thousands and thousands of years,” Miller said.
The Ron and Sheila Gates Department of Theatre had been previously held in Hughes Hall, which was 

built in 1912 and holds Patten-Wing Theatre, which seated about 50.
The new facility triples the number of seats and can also host a variety of theater styles, including, thrust, 

proscenium and alley theater, as well as theater-in-the-round.
The new theater is located south of Dakota Discovery Museum. The 5,000-square-foot space houses a 

black-box theater, a scene shop, office space, dressing rooms and a green room. It also seats up to 150.
“I’m so pleased that our administration, board of trustees and donors have seen the importance of arts 

and how important arts are to a liberal arts university such as Dakota Wesleyan,” Miller said. “The new 
theater facility is tangible evidence to the commitment and understanding of Dakota Wesleyan’s admin-
istration and donors.”

The dedication was held in conjunction with homecoming week and included remarks from donor and 
big arts supporters Ron and Sheila Gates, university President Amy Novak and theater student Lily Jones.

“I know Mr. Miller and his students are very happy with their new digs,” Ron Gates said. “Students will 
learn how to take direction and work together as a team to accomplish a goal and gain self-confidence 
that will help them later in life.”

___
Information from: The Daily Republic, http://www.mitchellrepublic.com

Tablets replace lawyer, paralegal for South Dakota inmates
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP) — South Dakota prison inmates have lost access to paid legal aides.
They’re now expected to find their own help using the tablet computers that were issued to inmates this 

year, the Argus Leader reported .
Corrections officials said it’s not necessary to keep paying an on-site paralegal and part-time lawyer 

now that inmates have around-the-clock access to an electronic legal library. Department of Corrections 
Secretary Denny Kaemingk said he sees the move as a win for taxpayers that also preserves the right of 
access to the courts.

Some defense lawyers said they see the switch as akin to replacing medical staff with medical manuals.
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“For some of the lower functioning inmates or less well-educated inmates, it’s a lot like to giving a book 

to someone who can’t read,” said Jason Adams, a Sioux Falls lawyer who has represented inmates who’ve 
challenged their convictions. “Giving you access to (LexisNexis) doesn’t teach you how to do legal research.”

The legal aid contract cost South Dakota $135,400 this year.
Kaemingk said legal aid expenses have been troubling him since he became secretary in 2011. The state 

paid more than $276,000 this year by adding the cost of paper law books and payments to lawyers for 
inmates with a conflict with the on-site attorney and the state.

“This has been a very expensive thing for taxpayers,” Kaemingk said.
South Dakota had been one of just two states to offer a similar legal aid contract, Kaemingk said. The 

other is Rhode Island.
___
Information from: Argus Leader, http://www.argusleader.com

Decades in the making, Weinstein’s fall comes swiftly
By JAKE COYLE, AP Film Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — The allegations against Harvey Weinstein spanned three decades. His downfall came 
in three days.

That was all it took to topple one of Hollywood’s most high-profile and sharp-elbowed moguls — a com-
bative power player who, like few ever have, regularly dominated the Academy Awards.

But it was the all-powerful Weinstein who was ousted Sunday night from the company he co-founded 
and that bears his name. Following a devastating New York Times expose that detailed years of sexual 
harassment allegations against Weinstein, the Weinstein Co. co-chairman was unceremoniously fired by 
his brother, Bob, and three other directors on the film company’s board.

“In light of new information about misconduct by Harvey Weinstein that has emerged in the past few 
days, the directors of The Weinstein Company ... have determined, and have informed Harvey Weinstein, 
that his employment with The Weinstein Company is terminated, effective immediately,” the company 
board said in a statement Sunday night.

For a domineering studio head long known for intervening in the edit room, this is very likely the final 
cut. His career in Hollywood, many in the industry believe, is finished.

Of course, it took much longer than three days for Weinstein’s fall. The reporting took months, and fol-
lowed years of previous efforts by other journalists to nail down details of the behavior that was roundly 
considered “an open secret” in Hollywood. And it took years for the alleged victims, including actress 
Ashley Judd, to work up the courage to go on the record.

Actress Lena Dunham tweeted Sunday night, “Easy to think Weinstein company took swift action but 
this has actually been the slowest action because they always always knew.”

Meryl Streep, who called Weinstein “God” when accepting a Golden Globe Award in 2012, said on Monday 
that Weinstein’s alleged conduct was not universally known in Hollywood.

“The disgraceful news about Harvey Weinstein has appalled those of us whose work he championed, and 
those whose good and worthy causes he supported,” Streep said in a statement. “The intrepid women 
who raised their voices to expose this abuse are our heroes.”

Streep said that she had no idea about allegations that Weinstein paid settlements to accusers, met with 
women in his hotel room or engaged in “other inappropriate, coercive acts.” She said she doubted that 
journalists knew specifics of Weinstein’s conduct and didn’t report on them, and called on “the watchdog 
media” to pursue other stories of harassment in Hollywood and beyond.

Before his firing, Weinstein had taken an indefinite leave of absence following a New York Times expose 
chronicling decades of allegations of sexual harassment by the Oscar winner. The board on Friday en-
dorsed that decision and announced an investigation into the allegations, saying it would determine the 
co-chairman’s future with the company.

But The Weinstein Co. board went further on Sunday, firing the executive who has always been its primary 
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operator, public face and studio chief. Under his leadership, the company has been a dominant force at 
the Oscars, including the rare feat of winning back-to-back best picture Academy Awards with “The King’s 
Speech” and “The Artist.” In recent years, however, Weinstein’s status has diminished because of money 
shortages, disappointing box-office returns and executive departures.

The company has attempted to continue with business as usual, including a promotional event Sunday 
night for its 2017 awards hopeful, the indie hit thriller “Wind River.” While it has a handful of films scheduled 
for release in the coming months, much of the company’s business has recently angled toward television, 
producing shows like “Project Runway.”

An attorney for Weinstein didn’t immediately return messages Sunday. But Weinstein will surely be heard 
from soon.

On Thursday he issued a lengthy statement that acknowledged causing “a lot of pain.” He also asked 
for “a second chance.” But Weinstein and his lawyers also criticized The New York Times’ report in state-
ments and interviews, and vowed an aggressive response. The New York Times said it was “confident in 
the accuracy of our reporting.”

The Times article chronicled sexual harassment settlements Weinstein made with actresses and former 
employees at both The Weinstein Co. and Weinstein’s former company, Miramax. Weinstein made his 
name with Miramax, the company he founded with his brother in 1979. They sold it to Disney in 1993 for 
$60 million. The company was a fixture of the 1990s independent film movement, launching the careers 
of filmmakers Quentin Tarantino, Kevin Smith and Steven Soderbergh, and winning best picture with 
“Shakespeare in Love” and “The English Patient.”

The allegations triggered cascading chaos at the Weinstein Co. A third of the all-male board has stepped 
down since Thursday. The prominent attorney Lisa Bloom, daughter of well-known Los Angeles women’s 
rights attorney Gloria Allred, on Saturday withdrew from representing Weinstein, as did another adviser, 
Lanny Davis.

A spokesperson for The Weinstein Co. declined to provide further details on the firing. Messages left for 
attorney John Keirnan, who had been appointed to lead an investigation, weren’t immediately returned 
Sunday.

Pressure to act continued to mount on the board as more developments followed. Congressional Demo-
crats, including Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren, 
donated to charities thousands of dollars in donations they had received from Weinstein.

TV anchor Lauren Sivan on Friday detailed an alleged 2007 encounter with Weinstein in a HuffPost report. 
Sivan, then working at a New York cable channel, Long Island 12, alleged that Weinstein cornered her in 
the hallway of a Manhattan restaurant closed to the public and masturbated in front of her.

Sivan said she had rejected an attempt by Weinstein to kiss her. “Well, can you just stand there and 
shut up,” she claims he responded.

She is scheduled to appear on Megyn Kelly’s NBC show on Monday.
Bob Weinstein and David Glasser, chief operating officer, are now running The Weinstein Co. But it re-

mains to be seen not only if the company can continue without its prominent producer but also whether it 
can weather questions of culpability in its former co-chairman’s behavior. In reaction to Thursday’s report, 
many in Hollywood called Weinstein’s behavior “an open secret.” The settlement funds paid out also may 
have come from The Weinstein Co.

Many in the movie industry vented their disgust with the allegations against Weinstein in recent days, 
including Lena Dunham and Brie Larson. For them, the allegations against Weinstein not only compare to 
those against Bill Cosby and Roger Ailes, but reflect Hollywood’s deep-rooted gender inequality. Imbalances 
in pay between actors and actresses and the continued paucity of women directors behind the camera 
for the biggest productions have been ongoing issues in Hollywood.

Still most of the A-listers who Weinstein led to Academy Awards nominations have been largely silent 
since Thursday’s report. On Sunday night, others celebrated Weinstein’s exit.

“If even 1/10th of the stories about Harvey Weinstein are true (and I believe they are), then good rid-
dance,” said “Guardians of the Galaxy” director James Gunn, who added an expletive. “The enabling needs 
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to end.”

In the rough: Losses mount at Trump’s Scottish resorts
By BERNARD CONDON and PAUL KELBIE, Associated Press

BALMEDIE, Scotland (AP) — David Milne loves the view of the North Sea from his home high above the 
roiling surf, but he finds his eye often falling onto the golf course next door and, when it does, on the tiny 
figures below.

He counts the people coming off the buses in the parking lot and the people swinging at the 1st tee and 
the 10th tee and he counts the people walking the fairways and after all this counting he’s convinced of 
something that must be satisfying given his tussles with the owner, Donald Trump.

There aren’t enough people.
“The carpark is rarely even half full,” said Milne, 53, looking out again on Friday under clear blue skies. 

“For what was supposedly the best golf course in the world, I don’t really think this is a resounding success.”
A few hours after Milne spoke, he got some confirmation. A financial report that Trump’s company filed 

with the British government shows he has lost millions of dollars at the resort, called the Trump Interna-
tional Golf Links, as well as at a second one on the other side of Scotland overlooking the Irish Sea.

The report from Britain’s Companies House released late Friday showed losses last year more than doubled 
to 17.6 million pounds ($23 million). It was the third year in a row of losses. Revenue also fell sharply.

Trump’s company has faced several setbacks since it ventured into Scotland a dozen years ago.
The company has angered Milne and other neighbors for what they say are its bullying tactics to get 

them to sell land. A local fisherman became a national hero of sorts when he, like Milne, refused to sell 
to Trump, despite a $690,000 offer.

Then the company got some unwelcome publicity. Two documentaries about the fights with residents 
were shot, “Tripping Up Trump” and “You’ve Been Trumped,” the latter shown on the BBC despite threats 
from one of Trump’s lawyers to sue the broadcaster.

Troubles have only mounted since then.
A few months before Trump clinched the Republican nomination last year, he lost a court fight to stop 

an offshore windmill farm near the North Sea resort. He has been repeatedly stymied in his plans to build 
a luxury hotel there and a second course because of, among other things, strong objections from envi-
ronmental regulators that his plans will threaten the sand dunes for which the area is famous. And there 
also are signs that he is at risk of losing a bid to host the coveted Scottish Open.

Just how much these setbacks have hurt Trump’s business is unclear, however. Other factors appear to 
have played a big role in the latest financial results.

In Friday’s report, Trump’s company noted it had to shut down its Turnberry resort on the Irish Sea for 
half the year while building a new course there and fixing up an old one. It also blamed losses on a hit 
from fluctuations in the value of the British pound.

The report and Milne’s math aside, some residents think Trump’s resorts are attracting plenty of golfers 
and doing just fine. In fact, whatever troubles Trump has encountered appear to only have helped busi-
ness in the North Sea area.

He has only 16 rooms for overnight guests at his resort there, leaving other hotels to pick up the slack.
“I’ve gone from doing an average of 400 room nights for golfers per year to 1,400 room nights in six 

months,” said Stewart Spence, 70, owner of the Marcliffe Hotel and Spa in nearby Aberdeen. “There can 
hardly be a golfer in the world who doesn’t know about this area because of what Trump has done.”?

Rival courses have seen a bump in business, too.
“We’ve gone from about 4,000 golfers per annum to almost 5,500 a year,” said Les Durno, 54, general 

manager at the Cruden Bay Golf Club about 20 miles from Trump’s course.
Then there is the sheer spectacle itself, a chance to gawk at a U.S. president’s property and maybe 

spend 19.95 pounds ($26.07) for a cap embroidered with Trump’s family crest.
“When we drive past Trump International, I often get people, Americans mostly, asking to stop so they 
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can go into the golf shop and buy something,” said a bus driver waiting in the parking lot Friday who didn’t 
want to give his name. “They don’t play golf but they want a Trump Scotland souvenir.”

Or as Hector Emslie, 58, the golf project manager for the local tourism organization, VisitAberdeenshire, 
put it: it’s like having the “Disney World for golfers” on our doorstep.

Others are less enthusiastic, including the leader of the Scottish government, First Minister Nicola Sturgeon.
Shortly before Trump visited his North Sea resort in June last year, and Milne ran a Mexican flag up a 

pole in protest against his immigration policies, Sturgeon stripped Trump of his title as business ambas-
sador for Scotland. She cited his comments about Muslims during the campaign.

Aberdeen’s Robert Gordon University also revoked Trump of his honorary degree for the same reason.
Trump’s incendiary comments while president have only added to his woes.
A corporate watchdog group started an online petition to stop Trump’s development plan at his resort. 

The group, SumOfUs, seized on Trump’s reaction to the violence in Charlottesville, Virginia, arguing that 
his rhetoric has “bolstered white supremacists” across the globe.

“Now we have a chance to reject Trump’s hatred,” it said in its online appeal, “and protect our environ-
ment in one fell swoop.”

As of Sunday, the group had collected 94,888 signatures.
In July, the CEO of a major sponsor of the Scottish Open was quoted in a local newspaper casting doubt 

on Trump’s chances of hosting the event.
“There’s no decision made but, look, there are clear issues,” Aberdeen Asset Management CEO Martin 

Gilbert was quoted saying. He added, “Politics aside, Trump would be an ideal venue — but you can’t put 
politics aside.”

Whether any of this will hurt profits at Trump’s Scottish business in the long run is another matter.
In Friday’s report, Eric Trump, the president’s son and a director of the British subsidiary that owns the 

two resorts, included a letter expressing confidence that the resorts will attract plenty of golfers.
Amanda Miller, a spokeswoman for the Trump Organization, declined to comment. She also said that 

Eric Trump was not available to talk.
Trump handed over management of his company to Eric and his other adult son, Donald Jr., before 

becoming president, but he still retains a financial interest in it.
For his part, Milne is convinced the course will continue to suffer. He thinks Trump’s election as president 

has hurt the business.
“It has hindered the success of the club,” said Milne as his Mexican flag flapped in the wind. “Some 

people come because it is the president’s golf club, but others avoid it for the same reason.”
___
Condon reported from New York.

In shooting chaos, Las Vegas airport became a safe haven
By SALLY HO, Associated Press

LAS VEGAS (AP) — As bullets began flying into a crowd of country music fans, a pack of 300-plus people 
ran about a mile to the Las Vegas airport, where they kicked down chain-link fences, hobbled over razor 
wire and were briefly mistaken by security officials for being attackers instead of shooting victims.

Once they pushed past the fence at McCarran International Airport, some of them ran onto the tarmac 
as helicopters beamed searchlights toward people they assumed were intruders.

Airport authorities found people who were shot, bloodied and hysterical. Officials immediately halted air 
traffic, diverted two dozen flights to Phoenix and other cities and shut off some runway lights.

“I’m thinking to myself, I don’t know if the airport police know what’s going on yet,” said Mark Gay, who 
was near the front of the crowd as it ran to the airport. “We were running, running out of the dark. If the 
cops were on that side, they don’t know who we are. So it was: ‘Put your arms out when you’re coming in.’”

The large-scale airport breach highlighted the chaos that ensued after gunman Stephen Paddock opened 
fire on Oct. 1 from the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay casino-hotel on a country music festival down 
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below, killing 58 people and wounding hundreds. The breach also raised questions about the security of 
the McCarran International’s perimeter as people were able to barge their way through the fences of one 
of the nation’s busiest airports.

“I don’t know that we ran across any breach that was comparable to this,” said Jenny Grover of the 
Government Accountability Office, which audits the Transportation Security Administration and reviews the 
agency’s security data. “Because of the uniqueness of the situation, I’m not really sure when it changed 
from a breach to a relief effort.”

McCarran has had a large number of perimeter breaches in recent years. An Associated Press investiga-
tion found that McCarran had 30 known perimeter security breaches between 2004 and 2016, making it 
the second-most breached major airport in the country by AP’s count.

Unlike other cities where the airport is on the outskirts, McCarran is located in the heart of Las Vegas. 
It’s only a few hundred feet from Las Vegas Strip properties like the Mandalay Bay and Luxor.

In the chaos of the massacre, some panicked concert-goers headed to the airport in the belief that it 
provided the best opportunity for safety, even if they had to force their way through the perimeter. At the 
time of the shooting, rumors were flying around about active shooters and bomb threats at a number of 
Las Vegas casinos, so they chose to get to the airport.

“We were making the decision — we’re headed to the airport. The airport seems like the most secure, 
safe place,” said Fred Rowbotham, an off-duty police officer from the San Diego area who was in the 
crowd that went to McCarran.

As it became clear that the crowd on the McCarran tarmac was fleeing gunfire, the airport repositioned 
workers to help with the evacuation and shepherded hundreds of the victims into secure facilities. For 
hours, they tended to the wounded and offered food, water, blankets, phone chargers and reassurance. 
Airport shuttle buses later took them to a central evacuation center.

Allegiant Airlines said it sheltered more than 30 people who found themselves at the airline’s 24-hour 
maintenance facility.

“A lot of them had torn clothing, cuts and bruises,” airline spokeswoman Hilarie Grey said. “We were 
able to provide plug-ins to charge their phones, help them contact their families and just provide a safe 
space for a group of people who were really frightened.”

Signature Flight Support, which caters to private planes, sheltered more than 130 people that night, 
some of them with gunshot wounds.

“A lot of them didn’t know if they were still safe. They didn’t know where they were going to go, and 
a lot of them were visitors who didn’t know how to get to their hotels,” said Rita Carrillo, the company’s 
area general manager.

As concert-goers fled to McCarran and other locations on the Las Vegas Strip, controllers continued to 
warn pilots that the confusion on the runways caused by the shooting may affect arriving and departing 
flights.

“There is some personnel on one of the upper levels of the Mandalay Bay, so departing might be a bit 
dangerous,” a controller told pilots, according to a recording posted by LiveATC.net. “We may not be land-
ing any more here for the next few hours.”

Reflecting how quickly the situation was changing, a WestJet flight that had been given permission to 
land was later ordered not to touch down.

“Actually, you know what? Continue the approach, but I don’t want you landing. There’s a situation on 
the runway,” the controller said.

McCarran officials insist there wasn’t a problem with security on Oct. 1 because in the end, the fleeing 
concert-goers were helped and the airport was never in danger.

“At the end of it, the security plan worked. Security is multiple layers, with one layer being breached, the 
next layers kicked in. For our purposes, the airport was secure,” said Christine Crews, an airport spokes-
woman.

As for Gay, the 53-year-old Anaheim, California, man somehow managed to keep his cowboy hat and 
flip-flops on during the race to the airport with the others, including his girlfriend and a pregnant woman.
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“We’re still trying to remember how many fences we actually knocked down,” he said.
___
Associated Press writers David Koenig in Dallas and Josh Hoffner in Phoenix contributed.
___
Follow Sally Ho at https://twitter.com/_sallyho .
___
For complete coverage of the Las Vegas shooting, click here: https://apnews.com/tag/LasVegasmasss-

hooting.

Richard Thaler wins Nobel for work in behavioral economics
By DAVID KEYTON and JIM HEINTZ, Associated Press

STOCKHOLM (AP) — The Nobel prize in economics has been awarded to Richard Thaler of the University 
of Chicago for research showing how people’s choices on economic matters — whether on savings or 
game shows like “Deal or No Deal” — are not always rational.

The 9-million-kronor ($1.1-million) prize was awarded to the academic for his “understanding the psychol-
ogy of economics,” Swedish Academy of Sciences secretary Goran Hansson said Monday.

Thaler is considered one of the founding fathers of behavioral economics, a field that shows that far 
from being the rational decision-makers described in economic theory, people often make choices that 
don’t serve their best interests. That could include, for example, refusing to cut their losses when their 
investments plunge in value or making big bets at the casino because they are convinced their hot streak 
will continue.

The illogical behavior has economic consequences: People don’t save enough for retirement. They make 
investments — in houses in the mid-2000s, for instance, when prices are already dangerously high.

The Nobel committee said Thaler has provided a “more realistic analysis of how people think and behave 
when making economic decisions.”

Speaking by phone to a news conference immediately after he was announced as the prize winner, 
Thaler said the most important impact of his work is “the recognition that economic agents are humans.”

In 2015, Thaler had a cameo alongside pop star Selena Gomez in the film “The Big Short,” about the 
global financial crisis. In the scene, he explains the “hot hand fallacy,” in which people think whatever’s 
happening now is going to continue to happen into the future.

Asked at the news conference Monday if he thought this observation applied to the U.S president, who 
had success as a business executive before entering politics, he said: “As to President Trump, I think he 
would do well to watch that movie.”

In 2008, Thaler co-wrote a paper examining the choices contestants face in games such as the TV show 
“Deal or No Deal,” including about how early outcomes affect decisions later in the game. In the paper, 
Thaler and the authors find that contestants become bolder in their choices when their initial expectations 
of how much they would win are shattered, whether by big losses or big gains.

On Monday, Thaler told the news conference that he will likely use the prize money in ways consistent 
with his research.

“I will say that I will try to spend it as irrationally as possible,” he said.
Peter Gardenfors, a member of the prize committee, said that one of the practical applications of Thaler’s 

work was development of the “save more tomorrow” strategy for retirement-savings accounts. Under that 
model, many employees who resist immediately raising the portion of their salary put into retirement ac-
counts will agree to raise their contributions in the following year and usually continue with the higher level.

Thaler’s contributions include studying the “limited rationality” trait that includes behavior such as the 
unwillingness to pay off high-interest credit card debt from a low-interest savings account. He also has 
studied lack of self-control as it relates to economics.

“One thing that we all recognize is that we have a little angel on our left side of our shoulder and the 
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devil on our right side of our shoulder, and the devil wants us to have pleasure instantly whilst the angel 
wants us to plan in a responsible and far-sighted way,” prize committee member Peter Fredriksson told 
The Associated Press.

Thaler is not the first behavioral economist to win the Nobel. In 2002, the award went to Israeli-American 
psychologist Daniel Kahneman who used psychological insights to study how people make economic deci-
sions.

The economics prize is something of an outlier — Alfred Nobel’s will didn’t call for its establishment and 
it honors a science that many doubt is a science at all.

The Sveriges Riksbank (Swedish National Bank) Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel 
was first awarded in 1969, nearly seven decades after the series of prestigious prizes that Nobel called for. 
Despite its provenance and carefully laborious name, it is broadly considered an equal to the other Nobel 
and the winner attends the famed presentation banquet.

___
Heintz reported from Moscow. Paul Wiseman in Washington contributed to this report.

Trump lists demands on immigration in exchange for DACA
By JILL COLVIN, Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump has told congressional leaders that his hard-line immi-
gration priorities must be enacted in exchange for extending protection from deportation to hundreds of 
thousands of young immigrants, many of whom were brought to the U.S. illegally as children.

Trump’s list of demands included overhauling the country’s green-card system, a crackdown on unac-
companied minors entering the country, and building his promised wall along the southern border.

Many were policies Democrats have said explicitly are off the table and threaten to derail ongoing negotia-
tions over legislation protecting young immigrants known as “Dreamers.” They had been given a reprieve 
from deportation and the ability to work legally in the country under President Barack Obama’s Deferred 
Action for Childhood Arrivals, or DACA, program, which Trump ended last month.

In a letter to House and Senate leaders released by the White House Sunday, Trump said the priorities 
were the product of a “a bottom-up review of all immigration policies” that he had ordered “to determine 
what legislative reforms are essential for America’s economic and national security.

“These findings outline reforms that must be included as part of any legislation addressing the status of 
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) recipients,” he wrote, adding that: “Without these reforms, 
illegal immigration and chain migration, which severely and unfairly burden American workers and taxpay-
ers, will continue without end.”

Trump announced last month that he was ending the DACA program, but he gave Congress six months 
to come up with a legislative fix before recipients began to lose their status. Trump suggested at the time 
that he was eager for a deal, telling reporters, “I have a love for these people and hopefully now Congress 
will be able to help them and do it properly.”

He’d also tweeted that if Congress was unwilling to find a fix, he would “revisit this issue!” in six months.
Trump had previously said he wanted a DACA deal to include significant money for border security and 

eventual funding for his border wall. But the priorities released by the White House went far beyond that.
They included a complete overhaul of the green-card system that would limit family-based green cards 

to spouses and the minor children of U.S. citizens and lawful permanent residents as part of an effort to 
end “chain migration.”

The White House also said it wants to boost fees at border crossings, hire 10,000 more immigration 
enforcement officers, make it easier to deport gang members and unaccompanied children, and overhaul 
the asylum system. And it wants new measures to crack down on “sanctuary cities,” which don’t share 
information with federal immigration authorities, among other proposals.

“These priorities are essential to mitigate the legal and economic consequences of any grants or status 
to DACA recipients,” White House legislative affairs director Marc Short told reporters in a Sunday evening 
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conference call. “We’re asking that these reforms be included in any legislation concerning the status of 
DACA recipients.”

But it remained unclear whether the president considers each of the more than a dozen priorities to 
be non-negotiable or whether the White House sees them more as a starting point for negotiation with 
members of Congress. Officials on the call notably declined to say whether the president would veto leg-
islation that did not include each and every one of them.

Trump last month appeared to reach at least the broad outlines of a DACA deal with House Democratic 
leader Nancy Pelosi and Senate Democratic leader Chuck Schumer in which he would agree to extend 
DACA protections in exchange for a package of border security measures.

While Trump made clear that he was not backing down on his wall demand, he and other administration 
officials said then that they would be comfortable with wall funding coming later, in a separate legislative 
vehicle.

In a joint statement Sunday night, Pelosi and Schumer said Trump’s list of proposals failed “to represent 
any attempt at compromise.”

“The Administration can’t be serious about compromise or helping the Dreamers if they begin with a list 
that is anathema to the Dreamers, to the immigrant community and to the vast majority of Americans” 
they wrote. “The list includes the wall, which was explicitly ruled out of the negotiations. If the President 
was serious about protecting the Dreamers, his staff has not made a good faith effort to do so.”

Rep. Michelle Lujan Grisham, D-N.M., the chair of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus, said the president’s 
“draconian and anti-immigrant principles” threatened to jeopardize “the bi-partisan, bi-cameral progress 
that has been made to pass a legislative solution that will protect nearly 800,000 Dreamers.”

“It is immoral for the President to use the lives of these young people as bargaining chips in his quest 
to impose his cruel, anti-immigrant and un-American agenda on our nation,” she added in a statement.

The demands could also divide Republicans, several of whom have introduced legislation providing a 
pathway to citizenship for Dreamers in exchange for less drastic changes.

House Speaker Paul Ryan’s spokesman, Doug Andres, said the House immigration working group will 
review the list and consult with Republican members and the administration.

___
Follow Colvin on Twitter at https://twitter.com/colvinj

Trump criticizes GOP Sen. Corker; Corker fights back
By RICHARD LARDNER, Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — An enraged President Donald Trump and a prominent Republican senator who 
fears the country could be edging toward “chaos” engaged in an intense and vitriolic back-and-forth bash-
ing on social media Sunday, a remarkable airing of their party’s profound rifts.

In political discourse that might once have seemed inconceivable, Sen. Bob Corker, the GOP’s foreign 
policy expert in the Senate, felt compelled to answer his president’s barbs by tweeting: “It’s a shame the 
White House has become an adult day care center. Someone obviously missed their shift this morning.”

In an interview Sunday with The New York Times, Corker said Trump could set the U.S. “on the path 
to World War III” with threats toward other countries. Corker also said Trump acted as if he was on his 
old reality-TV show and that he concerned the senator, adding: “He would have to concern anyone who 
cares about our nation.”

Corker also said his concerns about Trump were shared by nearly every Senate Republican, the paper 
reported.

In a series of stinging tweets earlier in the day, Trump contended Corker:
—Was “largely responsible for the horrendous” Iran nuclear deal, which the Democratic Obama admin-

istration negotiated and Corker considered badly flawed. The senator also tried to require that President 
Barack Obama submit the accord to Congress for approval.

—Intended to obstruct the White House agenda, though he offered no evidence for saying he expected 
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Corker “to be a negative voice.”

—”Begged” for Trump’s endorsement in his 2018 re-election, then opted against seeking a third term 
when Trump declined, showing the senator “didn’t have the guts to run.” The Associated Press reported 
that Trump, in a private meeting in September, had urged Corker to run. Corker’s chief of staff, Todd Wom-
ack, said Sunday that Trump called Corker last Monday to ask that he reconsider his decision to leave the 
Senate. Trump “reaffirmed that he would have endorsed him, as he has said many times,” the aide said.

—Wanted to be secretary of state, and “I said ‘NO THANKS,’” said Trump, who picked Exxon Mobil’s Rex 
Tillerson for that Cabinet post. Corker, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee chairman, was mentioned 
as a possible pick after the election.

Trump added another tweet Sunday evening: “Bob Corker gave us the Iran Deal, & that’s about it. We 
need HealthCare, we need Tax Cuts/Reform, we need people that can get the job done!”

Corker always had been one to speak his mind, and even before Sunday’s verbal volleys, his new free 
agent status promised to make Trump and the party nervous. Already, there was the prospect of even 
more elbow room to say what he wants and to vote how he pleases over the next 15 months as Trump 
and the party’s leaders on Capitol Hill struggle to get their agenda on track.

Corker’s comments drew a rebuke Monday from White House Counselor Kellyanne Conway, who said 
on “Fox & Friends” that she finds “tweets like this to be incredibly irresponsible.” She added that the 
president’s door is always open to speak with lawmakers privately.

Not long before Trump’s tweeting, White House budget director Mick Mulvaney said on NBC’s “Meet the 
Press” that “it’s going to be fun to work” with Corker, “especially now that he’s not running for re-election, 
because I think it sort of unleashes him to do whatever — and say whatever — he wants to say.”

In his interview with the Times, Corker said: “Look, except for a few people, the vast majority of our 
caucus understands what we’re dealing with here,” adding that “of course they understand the volatility 
that we’re dealing with and the tremendous amount of work that it takes by people around him to keep 
him in the middle of the road.”

Corker delivered a rebuke of the Trump White House after the president’s tweets scoffing at Tillerson’s 
diplomatic efforts to resolve the crisis with North Korea. Corker said Tillerson, along with Defense Secretary 
Jim Mattis and White House chief of staff John Kelly, are “those people that help separate our country 
from chaos.”

And Corker will be at the center of what may be a stormy debate over the future of the Iran agreement. 
Trump’s hostility toward the deal has stoked concerns he’s aiming to dismantle the international accord 
despite Europe’s objections. Corker is opposed to scrapping the agreement outright.

“You can only tear these things up one time,” Corker said. “It might feel good for a second. But one of 
the things that’s important for us is to keep our allies with us, especially our Western allies.”

Corker is the latest Republican to face Trump’s wrath. The president in recent months has lit into Sen-
ate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., over the failure of the GOP to repeal and replace Obama’s 
health care law, and specifically targeted Sens. John McCain, R-Ariz., and Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska, for 
their opposition to GOP health legislation.

Corker, 65, announced last month that his second, six-year term would be his last.
Corker in August delivered a blistering assessment of Trump in the wake of the president’s contentious 

remarks about the violence in Charlottesville, Virginia. Corker said Trump hasn’t “demonstrated that he 
understands the character of this nation.”

Trump fired back, tweeting that Corker’s comments were strange “considering that he is constantly 
asking me whether or not he should run again in ‘18.

__
Associated Press writer Andrew Taylor contributed to this report.
___
Contact Richard Lardner on Twitter at http://twitter.com/rplardner
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Video shows North Korean motionless on gurney after attack

By EILEEN NG and STEPHEN WRIGHT, Associated Press
PETALING JAYA, Malaysia (AP) — A Malaysian airport security video shows the poisoned half brother 

of North Korea’s leader apparently unconscious on a gurney and being pumped with oxygen by medical 
attendants as they wait for an elevator to take him to an ambulance.

The video reviewed by The Associated Press on Monday shows what may be Kim Jong Nam’s final re-
corded moments of life after he fell perilously ill at the international airport in Kuala Lumpur on Feb. 13. 
It emerged as the trial of two women accused of killing Kim by smearing VX nerve agent on his face at 
the behest of suspected North Korean agents is underway at Malaysia’s High Court.

The scene in the video appears almost casual, in contrast to the dramatic story of Kim’s death that 
topped news bulletins around the world.

After the gurney carrying Kim’s motionless body is brought into an apparently authorized personnel-only 
area of the airport for transfer to an ambulance, one of the five people with him summons the elevator. 
It takes more than a minute to arrive and during that time the attendants, dressed in green uniforms, 
appear to talk while one squeezes a resuscitation device strapped to Kim’s face.

After the elevator doors slide open, the group still doesn’t leave for nearly another minute. One of the 
attendants, who doesn’t join the others in the elevator, tries to leave the secure area through a door but 
discovers it is locked. She is given a cellphone by one of the attendants in the elevator, apparently to call 
for assistance, but walks back to the elevator again for a brief discussion.

The video was first broadcast late Sunday by Japan’s Fuji TV. The network also broadcast another security 
video that it said shows one of the accused women, Indonesian Siti Aisyah, meeting with a man believed 
to be a North Korean agent at an airport cafe shortly before the attack took place.

Kim was the eldest son in the current generation of North Korea’s dynastic rulers but lived in virtual 
exile as an apparent family outcast. North Korea experts say he may have been killed because he was 
perceived as a threat to the nation’s current leader, his younger sibling, Kim Jong Un.

The trial itself was moved temporarily Monday to a high-security laboratory to view the nerve agent-
tainted clothes the suspects wore the day of the attack.

The move was made after government chemist Raja Subramaniam testified last week that the VX nerve 
agent he found on the clothing may still be active.

His testimony was the first evidence linking VX to Aisyah and her co-defendant, Doan Thi Huong of 

Today in History
By The Associated Press

Today in History
Today is Monday, Oct. 9, the 282nd day of 2017. There are 83 days left in the year. This is Columbus 

Day in the United States, as well as Thanksgiving Day in Canada.
Today’s Highlight in History:
On Oct. 9, 1967, Marxist revolutionary guerrilla leader Che Guevara, 39, was summarily executed by the 

Bolivian army a day after his capture.
On this date:
In 1514, Mary Tudor, the 18-year-old sister of Henry VIII, became Queen consort of France upon her 

marriage to 52-year-old King Louis XII, who died less than three months later.
In 1776, a group of Spanish missionaries settled in present-day San Francisco.
In 1888, the public was first admitted to the Washington Monument.
In 1914, the Belgian city of Antwerp fell to German forces during World War I.
In 1936, the first generator at Boulder (later Hoover) Dam began transmitting electricity to Los Angeles.
In 1946, the Eugene O’Neill drama “The Iceman Cometh” opened at the Martin Beck Theater in New York.
In 1958, Pope Pius XII died at age 82, ending a 19-year papacy. (He was succeeded by Pope John XXIII.)
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In 1975, Soviet scientist Andrei Sakharov (AHN’-dray SAHK’-ah-rawf) was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
In 1985, the hijackers of the Achille Lauro (ah-KEE’-leh LOW’-roh) cruise liner surrendered two days after 

seizing the vessel in the Mediterranean. (Passenger Leon Klinghoffer was killed by the hijackers during 
the standoff.)

In 1987, author, politician and diplomat Clare Boothe Luce died in Washington at age 84.
In 1995, a sabotaged section of track caused an Amtrak train, the Sunset Limited, to derail in Arizona; 

one person was killed and about 80 were injured (the case remains unsolved).
In 2009, President Barack Obama was named the recipient of the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize for what the 

Norwegian Nobel Committee called “his extraordinary efforts to strengthen international diplomacy and 
cooperation between peoples.”

Ten years ago: Nine Republican presidential hopefuls debated in Dearborn, Michigan; Mitt Romney and 
Rudy Giuliani clashed over tax and spending cuts, each claiming greater commitment than the other. Two 
Armenian Christian women were shot dead while riding in a car in Baghdad by security contractors working 
for Australian-owned Unity Resources Group. France’s Albert Fert and German Peter Gruenberg won the 
2007 Nobel Prize in physics for a discovery that let computers, iPods and other digital devices store reams 
of data on ever-shrinking hard disks. Actress Carol Bruce died in Woodland Hills, California, at age 87.

Five years ago: Former Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky was sentenced in Bellefonte 
(BEHL’-fahnt), Pennsylvania, to 30 to 60 years in prison following his June 2012 conviction on 45 counts 
of sexual abuse of boys. Future Nobel peace laureate Malala Yousufzai (mah-LAH’-lah yoo-SOOF’-zeye), a 
14-year-old Pakistani girl who had dared to advocate education for girls and criticize the Taliban, was shot 
and seriously wounded by a militant gunman in the town of Mingora in the volatile Swat Valley.

One year ago: During a bitter debate in St. Louis, Hillary Clinton declared that Donald Trump’s vulgar 
comments about women revealed “exactly who he is” and proved his unsuitability to be president; firing 
back, Trump accused Clinton of attacking women involved in Bill Clinton’s extramarital affairs and promised 
she would “be in jail” if he were president. Tom Brady, looking relatively rust-free after serving his four-
game “Deflategate” suspension, passed for 406 yards and three touchdowns to Martellus Bennett as the 
New England Patriots thumped the Cleveland Browns 33-13.

Today’s Birthdays: Retired MLB All-Star Joe Pepitone is 77. Former Sen. Trent Lott, R-Miss., is 76. C-SPAN 
founder Brian Lamb is 76. Rhythm-and-blues singer Nona Hendryx is 73. Singer Jackson Browne is 69. 
Nobel Peace laureate Jody Williams is 67. Actor Gary Frank is 67. Actor Richard Chaves is 66. Actor Robert 
Wuhl is 66. Actress-TV personality Sharon Osbourne is 65. Actor Tony Shalhoub is 64. Actor Scott Bakula 
is 63. Musician James Fearnley (The Pogues) is 63. Actor John O’Hurley is 63. Writer-producer-director-
actor Linwood Boomer is 62. Pro and College Football Hall of Famer Mike Singletary is 59. Actor Michael 
Pare is 59. Jazz musician Kenny Garrett is 57. Rock singer-musician Kurt Neumann (The BoDeans) is 56. 
Country singer Gary Bennett is 53. Movie director Guillermo del Toro is 53. Former British Prime Minister 
David Cameron is 51. Singer P.J. Harvey is 48. Movie director Steve McQueen (Film: “12 Years a Slave”) is 
48. World Golf Hall of Famer Annika Sorenstam is 47. Actress Cocoa Brown is 45. Country singer Tommy 
Shane Steiner is 44. Actor Steve Burns is 44. Rock singer Sean Lennon is 42. Actor Randy Spelling is 39. 
Christian hip-hop artist Lecrae is 38. Actor Brandon Routh is 38. Actor Zachery Ty Bryan is 36. Actress 
Spencer Grammer is 34. Comedian Melissa Villasenor (TV: “Saturday Night Live”) is 30. Actor Tyler James 
Williams is 25. Country singer Scotty McCreery (TV: “American Idol”) is 24.

Thought for Today: “The world is divided into people who think they are right.” — Author unknown.
Vietnam. Selvi Sandrasegaram, one of the lawyers for Aisyah, said Raja spent more than an hour show-

ing VX-tainted evidence in a small room inside the laboratory at the chemist department.
Selvi said she was in the room along with Huong and two police officers, while the others watched 

through a glass screen outside the room. She said Huong wanted to go inside to have a closer look at the 
evidence, which included her fingernail clippings and a white jumper emblazoned with “LOL,” the acronym 
for “laughing out loud,” that she wore on the day of Kim’s death.

Raja also testified last week that VX was detected on Kim Jong Nam’s face, eyes, clothing, and in his 
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blood and urine samples. That evidence was introduced in court in sealed bags, but the visit to the labora-
tory was arranged so the evidence from the women could be taken out of the bags for viewing.

Prosecutors have also said they will present airport security videos this week that show the two women 
carrying out the attack and indicate they knew they were handling poison.

The two women pleaded not guilty at the start of the trial last week to charges of murder that carry a 
mandatory death sentence if they are convicted. Defense lawyers have said the women were duped by 
suspected North Korean agents into believing they were playing a harmless prank for a hidden camera 
TV show.

VX is banned by an international treaty as a weapon of mass destruction but is believed to be part of 
North Korea’s chemical weapons arsenal.

Raja is to be cross-examined by defense lawyers when the trial resumes Tuesday.
___
Wright reported from Bangkok.


